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ABSTRACT

J-Lion is a tail-sitter UAV platform developed to
perform both VTOL and cruise flight missions.
This paper presents a preliminary modeling and
control framework for our hybrid UAV J-Lion.
A unified model structure including comprehen-
sive model components is derived for full en-
velop flight conditions. Currently, model-based
controller has been specifically designed for V-
TOL mode that can handle large angle deviation-
s. Our method is verified by outdoor flight tests
with existence of strong wind gust.

NOMENCLATURE

δp Vectoring thrust angle in pitch channel.
Positive value means that vectoring thrust
propellers produce positive pitch torque

δfin1, δfin2 Deflection angles of two fins. Positive
value means that fin deflection produces
positive pitch torque

ω1, ω2 Rotating speed of two propellers

φ, θ, ψ Euler angle

ρ Air density

Ωb Vector of angular velocities expressed in
body frame

Faero Aerodynamic force expressed in inertial
frame

Ffin b Drag force vector from fins expressed in
body frame

Fsurface Forces from control surfaces and fins ex-
pressed in inertial frame

Maero Aerodynamic torque expressed in body
frame

Mprop gyro Gyroscopic torque from rotating pro-
pellers expressed in body frame
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Mprop Torque from rotating propellers expressed
in body frame

Msurface Torque from control surfaces and fins ex-
pressed in body frame

MvectorT Torque from vectoring thrust effect ex-
pressed in body frame

RBE Rotation matrix from body frame to iner-
tial frame

rprop Vector from CG to center of propeller cen-
ter, expressed in body frame

RRB Rotation matrix from rotor frame to body
frame

Aprop Area of propeller actuator disk

ARfin Aspect ratio of two fins

e Oswald efficiency factor, usually set to be
between 0.7 and 0.85 [6]

g Gravity acceleration

If Moment of inertia matrix in diagonal for-
m

Jprop1, Jprop2 Moment of inertial of two propellers

Mprop1,Mprop2 Torque from two rotating propellers

p, q, r ngular velocity along three body axes

q0, q1, q2, q3 Quaternion elements, where q0 is scalar
part, and (q1, q2, q3) is vector part

rfin Distance between CG and fin center in yb
axis direction

Refini Local Reynolds number of two fins in s-
lipstream

Sfin Single fin area

T Total thrust from two propellers

u, v, w Velocities expressed in inertial frame

V∞ Axial inflow speed for two propellers

Vslip1, Vslip2 Slipstream velocity for two fins
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hybrid UAV, which combines the advantages of VTOL
and cruise flight capabilities, is a design concept that can meet
the requirement of missions in both open and clustered envi-
ronments, and it’s an attractive solution for applications with
multiple flight envelopes that cannot rely merely on fixed-
wing or rotorcraft UAVs. Design examples can be referred
in [1–3].

In the view of system integration, development of a hy-
brid UAV platform is an iterative multidisciplinary process
consisting of mechanical design, aerodynamics, system-on-
chip, software and algorithm design. And the modeling and
control framework plays a key role in the development cycle
in order to modularly integrate various design elements such
as modeling components, advanced flight control algorithms,
and onboard flight health monitoring, etc.

Therefore, this paper will present a preliminary model-
ing and control framework for hybrid UAVs. A unified mod-
el structure will be derived to account for full AOA (angle
of attack) envelop flight dynamics. Control design can then
be carried out based on those model components in different
flight conditions.

The paper is organized as followed: Section 2 will intro-
duce briefly our hybrid UAV platform J-Lion. Section 3 will
give the derivation of unified model structure. Section 4 will
specifically cover the control design for VTOL mode based
on proposed model structure. Implementation and results will
be presented in Section 5 to verify our method. Conclusions
are finally made in Section 6 with future work illustration.

2 PLATFORM

J-Lion is a hybrid UAV with tail-sitter configuration de-
veloped in NUS. The design methodology follows the ap-
proach in previous work [4]. The picture of real platform
is shown in figure 1, and main components are illustrated be-
low:

(1) Propeller:
Two propellers driven by brushless DC motors provide

the thrust for J-Lion, and vectoring thrust is realized by using
one DOF (degree of freedom) gimbal mechanism. The pro-
pellers can also provide pitch torque and differential thrust for
pitch and roll stabilization.

(2) Fin:
Two fins are designed in the slipstream of propellers to

enable yaw control in VTOL mode, and also enhance pitch
control during transition.

(3) Control surfaces:
Same with conventional fixed-wing UAVs, elevator,

aileron and rudder control surfaces are designed.
(4) Electronics:
Pixhawk autopilot is chosen as our main electronics de-

vice, together with various servos, GPS, and other sensors
such as airspeed sensor. Note that the airspeed sensor data is
utilized for transition and cruise flight only.

Figure 1: J-Lion platform

3 MODEL STRUCTURE

A unified model structure is advantageous in the sense
that the structure is tailorable depending on flight condition-
s. For example, the fins provide yaw control torque during
VTOL mode by deflecting in opposite directions, while they
can also provide torque for pitch control in transition by de-
flecting in the same direction. A unified model can greatly
ease mode-switching difficulties because flight modes some-
times have no clear boundaries during flight maneuvers.

Our model structure consists of three parts: kinematics
equation, force equation and moment equation. Various com-
ponents can be integrated into the structure based on whether
they are in our interests or not, such as vectoring thrust torque,
aerodynamic lift and drag in fixed-wing mode, etc.

3.1 Coordinate frames
Shown in figure 2 , three coordinate frames are defined.

Figure 2: Coordinate frames

(1) Global inertial frame x, y, z is set to be NED frame.
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(2) Body frame xb, yb, zb is defined with its origin located
at center of gravity (CG), and yb, zb direction pointing to its
wingtip and tail respectively.

(3) Rotor frame xr, yr, zr is also defined to describe the
vectoring thrust direction. It is aligned with the body frame
when no vectoring thrust angle is applied. The origin of rotor
plane frame is located at the center of vectoring thrust mech-
anism.

3.2 Kinematics equation
The kinematics equation can be represented in Euler an-

gle, rotation matrix or quaternion. Choosing which form to
use depends on the control algorithm we’d like to use. Note
that Euler angle form has intrinsic singularity problem.

1. Euler angle form

˙φθ
ψ

 =

1 sinφtanθ cosφtanθ
0 cosφ -sinφ
0 sinφ/cosθ cosφ/cosθ

pq
r

 (1)

2. Rotation matrix form

The following strapdown equation holds:

˙RBE = RBEΩ(ω) (2)

where Ω(ω) is the skew symmetric matrix using angu-
lar velocity vector in body frame.

3. Quaternion form The differential form of quaternion is:

˙
q0
q1
q2
q3

 = −1

2


0 p q r
−p 0 −r q
−q r 0 −p
−r −q p 0



q0
q1
q2
q3

 = −1

2
Ωqq

(3)

3.3 Force equation
Let the position be p = (x, y, z)T, velocity be v =

(u, v, w), the force equation is:

˙xy
z

 =

u
v
w


˙u
v
w

 =

0
0
g

 +
1

m
RBERRB

 0
0
−T

 +
1

m
Fsurface +

1

m
Faero

where Fsurface refers to the forces produced by control sur-
faces and fins expressed in inertial frame, and the magnitude
of the force is usually much smaller than others, and Faero
refers to the aerodynamic forces produced by the relative mo-
tion between UAV and surrounding air. In fixed-wing mode,
Faero is the main term in force equation.

The compact form is:

ṗ = v

v̇ = ge3 −
1

m
RBERRBTe3 +

1

m
Fsurface +

1

m
Faero(4)

where e3 = (0, 0, 1)T.
At current stage, we assume that two propellers have the

same vectoring angle during flight, then RRB is expressed be-
low:

RRB =

 cosδp 0 sinδp
0 1 0

−sinδp 0 cosδp


3.4 Moment equation

Based on D’Alembert-Lagrange equation, the compact
form of moment equation in body frame can be formulated
as:

If Ω̇b = −Ωb × (IfΩb) +Mprop gyro +Msurface +Mprop

+MvectorT +Maero (5)

Mprop gyro is the gyroscopic torque from two propellers
and the magnitude is small. Msurface is the torque produced
by control surfaces and fins. In VTOL mode, the main com-
ponent comes from fins for yaw control. In fixed-wing mode,
all torques produced by control surfaces should be taken into
account. Mprop is the torque produced by propellers which is
effective in all flight conditions. MvectorT is the torque from
vectoring thrust which is also effective all the time. Maero is
the aerodynamic torque which is significant during transition
and fixed-wing flight.

The expressions of those components consistent through
full envelope flight are derived as:

Mprop gyro = −

pq
r

×
RRB

 0
0

Jprop1ω1 − Jprop2ω2


Mprop = RRB

 0
0

Mprop2 + Jprop2ω̇2 −Mprop1 − Jprop1ω̇1


MvectorT = rprop ×

RRB
 0

0
−T


4 CONTROL DESIGN IN VTOL MODE

Based on the model structure in previous section, we can
perform control design with the consideration of correspond-
ing model components for various flight conditions. Here, we
will design specifically for VTOL mode with rotation matrix
representation. First, the model components effective in V-
TOL mode will be derived. Position control and attitude con-
trol layers are then designed respectively as outer-loop and
inner-loop.
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4.1 Model components in VTOL mode
Referring to force and moment equations 4 and 5, the

model components in VTOL mode are:

1. Total thrust from propellers T

T = T1 + T2

= atω
2
1 + bt + atω

2
2 + bt, (6)

where at, bt are propeller thrust coefficients that can be
determined by experiment.

2. Forces from control surfaces and fins Fsurface

The main component of Fsurface is the drag force from
two fins, hence is with the form below:

Fsurface = RBE

 0
0

Ffin b


Using propeller momentum theory [5], the drag force
Ffin b in body frame is:

Ffin b =
1

2
ρV 2

slip1SfinCDfin1 +
1

2
ρV 2

slip2SfinCDfin2 (7)

where

Vslipi =

√
V 2
∞ +

2Ti
ρAprop

CDfini = 2 ∗ 0.074Re
−1/5
fini +

C2
Lfini

πeARfin

CLfini = 2π|δfini|

for i = 1, 2.

Note that CLfini, CDfini are estimated using flat plate as-
sumption, and the drag force consists of friction drag
and induced drag [6]. The propeller inflow velocity V∞
is assumed to be zero in VTOL mode.

3. Torque from control surfaces and finsMsurface

The main component ofMsurface is the torque produced
by two fins for yaw control, hence it’s with the form:

Mfin =

 0
0

M(δfin)


We assume here that the deflection angles of two fin-
s are the same but in opposite directions, then the
M(δfin) is computed as:

M(δfin) = πδfinρ(V 2
slip1 + V 2

slip2)Sfinrfin (8)

where δfin is the fin deflection angle following torque
positive sign convention.

4.2 Outer-loop design
The position control layer consists of two parts. First-

ly, the velocity reference is obtained using P-control scheme
with position error:

vref = Kp1 pep = Kp1 p(pref − p) (9)

where Kp1 p is the control gain, pref is the reference posi-
tion.

Then desired thrust vector can be obtained in the second
part with velocity information:

Td = Kp2 vev +Kd2 v
d

dt
ev +Ki2 v

∫
evdt (10)

where Kp2 v,Kd2 v,Ki2 v are velocity control gains, ev is
the velocity error vector.

Due to thrust saturation, the desired thrust is scaled within
feasible range:

Tdnew =
Td
|Td|

sat(|Td|, Tmax) (11)

where Tmax is the maximum thrust available from propellers,
sat() is the saturation function.

With the desired thrust vector, we can achieve the desired
zb vector which is aligned with Td. The desired ybd vector
is computed using desired yaw angle ψd as:

yb = (−sinψd, cosψd, 0)T (12)

Thus the rotation matrix for desired attitude can be con-
structed based on desired body-axis vectors. The rotation ma-
trix will be passed to inner-loop for attitude control.

4.3 Inner-loop design
The attitude control adopts the method from [7, 8], and

the control scheme consists of two loops. Loop 1 is a simple
P control loop to generate the attitude rate reference, while
Loop 2 uses PID control law to generate required control
torque in three body axes.
• Loop 1
In Loop 1, there are two routes that account for large and

small angle deviations. The Z body axis vector is obtained
from the third column of rotation matrix, which is expressed
in inertial frame. The control algorithm itself follows the Eu-
ler sequence used in [7] which is roll-pitch-yaw sequence.

When the deviation angle between current zb and desired
zb is less than 90 degrees, called ROUTE 1, the algorith-
m will first compute roll and pitch angle error because yaw
channel response is slower. The roll and pitch motion can be
seen as a rotation that can transform current Z body axis Zb
to desired Z body axisZbr, and the minimum distance move-
ment is determined by the coplar of Zb and Zbr. Hence, the
euler axis ~n and rotation angle θ can be obtained as:

~n =
Zb ×Zbr

| Zb ×Zbr |
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θ = atan2(Zb ×Zbr,Zb ·Zbr)

Then the intermediate rotation matrix is expressed as:

Rrp = R(θ, ~n) ·R

where R(θ, ~n) is the rotation matrix constructed from ~n
andθ, R is current rotation matrix.

Roll and pitch angle errors are computed by projecting the
rotation angle θ to current xb, yb axes, and yaw angle error is
less weighted and computed with the deviation between Rrp

and Rref .
Similarly, when the absolute value of deviation angle be-

tween current zb and desired zb is greater than 90 degrees
(ROUTE 2), the algorithm computes all three angle errors si-
multaneously using the projection of θ to current body axes.

The angle errors are finally computed by fusing the results
from ROUTE 1 and 2 together, and the angular rate references
can then be computed using a simple P control scheme.
• Loop 2
With the angular rate obtained from Loop 1, PID control

scheme can be used to obtain desired control torque in three
body axes. Using pitch channel as an example, the desired
torque in pitch channel can be computed as:

Mpitch = Kpeθ̇ +Kd
d

dt
eθ̇ +Ki

∫
eθ̇dt (13)

where eθ̇ = θ̇d − θ̇ is the angular rate error.
Note that the gains in Loop 1 and 2 can be determined

with typical LQR method for certain performance require-
ment, and also be tuned to satisfy the torque limit from actu-
ators expressed in moment equation 5.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

5.1 Implementation
Our modeling and control framework is implemented in

opensource PX4 software environment. The main modules
involved are shown in figure 3.

Except the outer-loop and inner-loop layers, navigator
module manages flight mission control, and provides posi-
tion reference. In the actuator layer, the actuator inputs are
calculated with actuator models, for example, throttle input
for motor ESC (electrical speed controller) is computed with
fitting relationship of rotating speed to throttle that is deter-
mined from experiment, and deflection of fins is computed
using equation 8 to realize desired yaw control torque.

5.2 Flight results
Both semi-auto and full-auto flights in VTOL mode were

conducted for J-Lion with proposed framework. In semi-
auto flight, attitude references are generated by human pilot
with a transmitter, and only inner-loop controller is activat-
ed. In full-auto flight, J-Lion is required to perform fully au-
tonomous flight through several waypoints.

Figure 3: Framework implementation schematics

(1) Semi-auto test
The semi-auto test was conducted in indoor environment.

Attitudes are plotted via their references, as shown in figures
4. From the results, we can see that the attitude stabilization
of J-Lion in VTOL is well achieved despite of the offset from
installation and assembly.

(2) Full-auto test
The full-auto test was conducted in outdoor environmen-

t with existence of strong wind. J-Lion was required to fly
through four waypoints in VTOL mode. The four waypoints
are set with the same altitude. When the UAV reaches one
waypoint, the yaw reference will be set in the direction point-
ing to the next. The attitude curves are shown in figure 5.
From the figure, the maximum pitch angle can reach up to 50
deg to counter strong wind gust in pitch channel. The flight
trajectory of relative horizontal position is also shown in fig-
ure 6. It’s observed that the tracking performance in VTOL
mode is greatly affected by strong outdoor wind gust, but the
attitude stabilization is still satisfactory. The position control
performance can be improved by integrating wind gust ob-
server in the future.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A preliminary modeling and control framework is pro-
posed in this paper for our hybrid UAV J-Lion. The unified
model structure can integrate full envelope flight dynamics
which is usually derived separately in different flight modes,
and it can serve as the basis for high nonlinear dynamics
modeling in transition phase. Besides, model-based control
design for VTOL mode is presented based on the proposed
model structure. Our framework is verified by real flight test-
s. In the future, we will integrate the transition model into our
model structure, and design unified flight control laws for all
flight modes.
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Figure 4: Attitude curve in semi-auto test
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Figure 5: Attitude curve in full-auto test
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Figure 6: Flight trajectory of relative horizontal position in full-auto test
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